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Linking the
hiring process
to brand
management
Hard facts about how good and bad
interviews impact your brand

If you think there is no connection between your

hiring process and brand management, then think

again. Here, Wendy Tarzian discusses her

groundbreaking survey which reveals that executives

involved in the hiring process can affect the

reputation of their organizations.

AVE YOU CONSIDERED THE
relationship between your hiring process
and your brand? If not, it’s probably about
time you did. An organization’s brand is

experienced by a candidate for employment in the
same ways that a product’s brand is experienced by a
consumer. If an organization seeks to maximize its
reputation/brand impact, then its hiring process needs
to support that reputation/brand. With this reality in
mind, we at Tarzian Search Consultants set out to
discern and measure the consequences for
organizations when they perform exceptionally good
and exceptionally bad interviews. 

What’s in a brand?
This following definition provides the conceptual
framework for our recent exploratory survey – the
results of which are unprecedented and illuminating:
“Brands are essentially the collective perceptions of an
organization’s key constituents and are defined more
by deeds than words. Brand is how your customer
experiences what you do. The relationship between
the brand and its customers will be the foundation for
ongoing success and sustained competitive
advantage...You can’t escape your brand. Either you
make the customer experience, or it gets made
without you.”1

The results of this study show compelling,
substantive evidence that executives involved in the
hiring process can affect the reputation of their
organization by either strengthening or diminishing
the candidate’s overall brand perception of the
organization. The results also underscore the
importance of teaching executives strategic
interviewing techniques, ones which can help
organizations effectively manage their corporate
reputation and brand perception, meet or exceed their
business objectives, and avoid costly litigious
situations.

Questions for consideration
The survey asked both quantitative and qualitative
questions. Very little direction was provided for the
qualitative questions because we sought the
participant’s assessment in its truest form. This proved
beneficial in providing a real sense of the awareness of
the participant’s perception of the interview process.
It also gave a significant snapshot of relevant
experiences to immediately reference. The 22-
question survey asked participants if they had 
• ever experienced a bad and/or exceptional

interview;
• ever been asked an illegal question during an

interview. 

Participants were also asked to provide details
regarding the experience: why it was bad or
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exceptional, and what about it was illegal.
One of the research experts who conducted

qualitative analysis for a portion of the survey,
Graham Hueber, Vice President, Director of Research
at Ketchum Public Relations, elaborated on the
importance of the responses to the survey questions:
“These data show that too often people forget that an
interview is a critical, early point of contact. The
long-term damage of a bad interview to a company’s
brand cannot be overestimated. A company’s brand
reputation is affected – positively or negatively – every
time it comes into contact with a customer.” 

How does this brand difference play out in an
interview? Do candidates seek some form of brand
delivery from hiring executives? What do they define
as making an interview bad and what do they define
as making an interview exceptional? The responses we
received are stunning, almost numbing. (See sidebar
overleaf for a representative sample of responses.) 

Resounding results
Below are some of the standout findings that support
the belief that interviewers have an impact on the
perception of a company’s reputation/brand
throughout the hiring process and beyond:
• 80 percent of the respondents had experienced a

bad interview.
• 84 percent of those respondents indicated that the

experience had negatively affected their perception
of the company. 

• The mean score for recalling a bad interview was
6.28 years and 5.27 years for an excellent interview. 

• Over 90 percent of those respondents who
experienced a bad interview did remember the
company’s name and many actually named the
organization in their additional comments to the
question. 

• 88 percent of the respondents who experienced an
exceptional interview were being interviewed for
mid and senior level positions.

• Over 80 percent of those who experienced a bad or
an exceptional interview shared their experience
with 1-17 people. 

• On a positive note, of those who experienced
exceptional interviews, 99 percent recalled the
name of the company.

If organizations recognize the power of “word-of-
mouth” communication to their future success, then
these results are quite significant. Here is one
verbatim response to the survey question, “Did you
relay your negative experience with anyone?”: “Many
times. In fact, I have dissuaded people from
interviewing or joining that company. I have also
referred business to their competitors when prior to
the interview I referred business to them.” (Note:
This is from a candidate who interviewed for a senior

vice-president of technology position five years ago.)
Along these lines, another respondent added this

comment: “[After a negative interviewing experience]
I talked down the company for 40 years until the
owner retired and a friend of mine became general
manager. In those 40 years, I was in charge of
professional staff hiring for a large agency and did not
do business with the company.” These responses, and
others like them, clearly point to the fact that word-
of-mouth networking is a powerful communication
channel – and one which organizations should use to
full advantage when considering brand delivery. 

Be it positive or negative, the hiring process can
make a lasting impression. One of the most surprising
results of the survey was that a negative interviewing
experience stays with interviewees a full year longer
than a positive one. In response to this finding, Paul
Raab, APR, Director of Public Relations for A.T.
Kearney and President of PRSA's Chicago Chapter
(which had significant member participation in the
survey) said, “The more emotionally charged the
interaction, the greater the impact on the brand, for
better or worse. Few interactions are more
emotionally charged than a job interview.”

A thorough knowledge of position required
To ensure the survey’s qualitative responses were
accurately assessed, we employed the help of research
experts to code each of the
responses in order to track
their frequency.2 The same
variable emerged as the
defining element of both bad
and exceptional interviews:
candidates expect the
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The study identified 17 variables that resulted in the interview being
perceived as bad and 13 variables resulting in the interview being perceived
as exceptional. Below are the top five variables cited for both bad and
exceptional interviews.

A bad interview: the interviewer 
• exhibited a lack of understanding of the position;
• displayed unprofessional behavior;
• treated the candidate rudely;
• posed illegal or inappropriate questions;
• gave the impression the successful candidate was already chosen.

An exceptional interview: the interviewer
• had a thorough knowledge of the position;
• posed good questions;
• displayed a genuine interest in the candidate;
• engaged in a stimulating dialogue;
• paid attention to the details that exhibit a true sense of professionalism.

KEY FINDINGS!
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interviewers to have a thorough understanding of the
position for which he/she is interviewing. This
finding is significant for those companies that depend
on their employees to meet business objectives. To
better identify individuals who would be able to assist
in attaining the company’s business objectives while
also meeting the position’s objectives, it’s in the
company’s best interest to ensure that its hiring
executives are able to articulate their knowledge of the
position for which they are hiring.

In the paper “Interbrand Insights Aligning Your
Organization and Your Brand for Performance,” the
authors ask, “What is the difference between an
average corporate brand and a great one? [The answer
is] employees who actively and enthusiastically engage

in delivering the unique brand promise day in and
day out… And, management must demonstrate their
commitment to these values through behavior as well
as corporate communications, demonstrating sincerity
– not just rhetoric.”3 

The financial impact
The fact that some have overlooked the importance of
the hiring process as it relates to brand/reputation is
an oversight that could result in the company
incurring residual loss of talent and business
development.

Organizations spend considerable sums of money
each year to cultivate, maintain, enhance, or repair
their reputation/brand. The exact figure that
companies spend on brand maintenance (including
advertising, public relations, and integrated
marketing) is difficult to find. However, a recent
survey by Thomas L. Harris and Impulse Research
offers some insight. The survey reports that
broadcasting, food and beverage industries devote 11
percent of their revenues to their PR budgets. E-
commerce companies devote 57 percent of their
revenues to PR. Now, consider how this investment is
devalued if care is not made to incorporate branding
and reputation management techniques in the hiring
process. 

With this in mind, it’s clear that organizations need
to devote time and resources required to train
executives in strategic interviewing techniques in
order to support an organization’s reputation and
brand initiatives. For an organization to achieve a
business objective, that objective must be clearly
defined for the employee charged with achieving that
goal. Therefore, when an organization conducts a
candidate search, a clear understanding of the
position as it relates to the objective needs to be
conveyed in the position description and incorporated
in the hiring process. Only then can an organization
best identify and hire that individual who will help
achieve the desired business objective(s).

How to move forward
A candidate search is an integrated communications
effort. A successful search involves a strategic rollout
that understands and incorporates the necessary
interdependence of the various contact points a
candidate encounters.

In such a strategic deployment, brand ownership
must cut across an organization – everyone from the
CEO to the HR generalist needs to convey a unified
message, and that message must show support for the
vision being presented to the candidate. This requires
a knowledge of the objectives as well as methods that
aid in candidate assessment. Without this,
interviewers resort to behavior that poorly represents
their organization and, subsequently, send candidates

t

WHAT MADE IT A GOOD INTERVIEW?
“You could tell that the interviewer knew the job he was interviewing me for.
He took time to explain the job in detail, showed the work environment,
introduced me to other people on the team and answered all of my questions.”
Note: This individual was interviewing for an analyst position.

“Interviewer was prepared, demonstrated interest in me, was familiar with my
credentials and asked relevant questions. We conversed and shared mutual
experiences, explained responsibilities of job and career path, gave me benefit
information without being asked for it. I left the interview with a very favorable
impression of the organization based on my interaction with this person.”
Note: This individual was interviewing for a manager position.

“It was a combination of a one-on-one interview with my prospective boss, her
boss, a working lunch and a tour of the facility where I was to work. The
prospective boss asked questions that seemed relevant to the position for
which I was applying. She was able to ask tough questions without seeming to
intrude.”
Note: This individual was interviewing for an upper-manager position.

WHAT MADE IT A BAD INTERVIEW?
“I was part of an interview where two current employees were talking with me
at the same time. The hiring manager checked her watch seven times...and left
the room three times – she explained this away by saying, ‘I’m trying to finish
up early today, because I’m taking a long weekend. This time tomorrow, I’ll be
drunk.’ I should also note she mentioned drinking several times during our time
together.”
Note: This individual was interviewing for a senior manager position.

“The interviewer: 1) talked throughout the entire interview, 2) had not read my
resume and, therefore, did not ask appropriate questions, 3) was not familiar
with the job responsibilities or the organization, 4) permitted interruption such
as phone calls, etc. 5) promised to send me some information and never did.”
Note: This is from an individual who interviewed for a senior level position

“The interviewer seemed uninterested. I asked if she thought I was a man when
she arranged for the interview she said no, but she had thought I might be
black.”
Note: This individual was interviewing for a director position

TH THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE UGLY!
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back into the very marketplace they are trying to
cultivate with potentially negative perceptions.

Executives throughout the organization should be
trained in interviewing techniques that teach them
how to:
• understand what are legal and illegal interview

questions;
• best design and conduct a search that is aligned

with the business objectives; 
• appropriately represent their company and

themselves throughout the screening and hiring
process.

Here are a few suggestions for how to begin assessing
a current hiring process and how it might need to be
improved:
• After the completion of a search, all candidates may

be surveyed for their impressions of the process.
• An anonymous employee survey can be used to

assess the hiring process in comparison to other
interview experiences.

• Organizations should conduct an exit interview
with every employee, not just a select group. One
of the most common reasons that employees leave
is because of a perceived disparity between internal
and external messages. Exit interviews can help
pinpointing where that disparity lies.

• To quickly assess problem areas, complete a
turnover analysis, pulling any position that was
vacated within the first year of its placement.

Companies that have limited internal resources to
address this area of search branding should identify
consultants who are able to best assist them in the
management of their reputation and brand delivery
through the hiring process. But such organizations
should be cautioned that one size does not fit all.

There should be a clear dialogue between organization
and consultant to ensure that the hiring process and
brand delivery are perfectly suited to the needs of the
organization’s culture and strategy. Finally, it’s
important to consider that as a company evolves so
too must its hiring process. 

Conclusion
To say that there is a relationship between hiring and
brand/reputation may seem obvious at first, perhaps
even simple. However, as this study shows, when the
relationship is overlooked, it can manifest a complex
array of problems and challenges for an organization.
Senior leaders and HR practitioners need to begin
investigating their hiring processes and considering
how they affect marketplace value.

CONTACT

Wendy Tarzian
Tarzian Search Consultants, Inc.
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• Executives involved in the process can affect the reputation of their
organization by either strengthening or diminishing the candidates overall
brand perception of the organization.

• Negative interview experiences are remembered for a longer period of
time than positive ones: the mean score for recalling a bad interview was
6.28 years and 5.27 years for an excellent interview.

• Organizations need to devote the time and resources required to train
executives in strategic interviewing techniques in order to support an
organization’s reputation and brand initiatives.

KEY POINTS!

Notes & References

1. “Brand-customer relationship: the face of your business strategy.” Prophet Inc.

www.brandchannel.com/images/papers/Brand_Customer_Relationship.pdf 

2. We took the responses and had our friends from Ketchum Public Relations’ Research Practice,

Graham Hueber, vice president, director of research and Mary Elizabeth Dunleavy, senior

program manager, code them and provide us with the frequencies.

3. “Interbrand Insights Aligning Your Organization and Your Brand for Performance,” by Interbrand

Insights. www.brandchannel.com/images/papers/align.org

A note about method:

The survey was issued to members and associates of the Public Relations Society of America

(PRSA) who were chosen because they comprised the audience for Tarzian Search Consultants’

presentation, “Affecting a company’s brand through its hiring process,” given at the PRSA

conference in October 2001. The incentive offered for participation was the receipt of the summary

results, if respondents provided us with their e-mail addresses. All but 11 of the 243 participants

indicated their desire to receive the results after they are formally presented at the International

PRSA Conference. Respondents were invited to participate in this study, via e-mail or fax, by their

PRSA Chapter President, their PRSA District Leader or Tarzian Search Consultants. Due to

unanticipated challenges we were not able to secure a confirmed distribution number, but believe

the range is between 3,695 and 5,609.

To review the entire report, please visit Tarzian Search Consultants, Inc. website at

www.tarziansearch.com
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